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South Peterhead Study Area

Approximate development area circled red
on the south side of Peterhead.
Study area also includes industry growth
and activity at Peterhead Port highlighted
blue.
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Overview
It is proposed to create a Development Framework planning policy document for the South of Peterhead to successfully
plan for and co-ordinate new innovative developments coming forward. The growth and diversification of established industries
will also be addressed within the new framework.

As a first stage in the creation of the Development Framework we have consulted with industry to establish their growth plans,
spatial requirements and opportunities. The research from this initial stage has been assembled in this Stakeholder’s
Consultation Report.

The outputs from this consultation will be used to inform the content of the Development Framework itself.

We welcome comments and views from Stakeholders on the content of this document. Please provide feedback at the
Stakeholder’s Drop-in day in Peterhead on 6th December 2012 or provide written comments by 12th December 2012 to Rona
Main at Scottish Enterprise rona.main@scotent.co.uk 01224 252098.

This document summarises the following:-



Rationale for a South Peterhead Development Framework and the process



Planning Policy Context



Main findings of the Stakeholder consultation



Next Steps
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Rationale


A Development Framework for South Peterhead is being progressed by Aberdeenshire Council, Aberdeen City & Shire Strategic
Development Planning Authority (SDPA) and Scottish Enterprise.



The purpose is to create a planning policy document which will provide a co-ordinated framework for the delivery of the various
proposed projects, maximise the benefits to the local area and assist the determine of planning applications coming forward i n
South Peterhead.



The aim of the Development Framework is to successfully plan for unique new investments in the economy and accommodate the
growth of established business in Peterhead



The main drivers are:•

Planned new developments in Carbon Capture & Storage (CCS). Utilising established infrastructure connections to St Fergus
and the North Sea Oil & Gas fields

•

Planned new developments in Electricity Transmission Infrastructure which could create an Electricity Transmission Hub
for the exportation of conventional and renewable energy from Peterhead Power Station and North of Scotland Offshore
Renewable sources to Scandinavia and North England; and

•

Planned growth and diversification of established industries in South Peterhead, many of which have links to Peterhead
Port. As such, activities at Peterhead Port have been considered, including opportunities identified under the National
Renewables Infrastructure Plan (NRIP) for growth in marine renewable activity



The Strategic Planning process for Aberdeen City & Shire formally identified these opportunities at the Main Issues Report st age



The Proposed Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan proposed a Development Framework (as supplementary guidance) to
address these issues, with each of the main drivers offering the potential as a National Development Site in National Planning
Framework 3

Project Partners

Project Advisors
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Development Framework Process
The Development Framework for South Peterhead will be compiled in accordance with the following
process & timescales:

 Stage 1 Stakeholder Consultation Led by Scottish Enterprise see note below*
•

to identify industry demand and establish the main factors which need to be taken account of

•

Seek feedback from Stakeholders on main findings

•

Utilise Stage 1 research to make a bid to Scottish Government for Peterhead to be included in the revised list of
National Development Sites under the Scottish Government’s National Planning Framework review (NPF 3)

 Stage 2 Development Framework

Led by Aberdeenshire Council

•

Compile the Development Framework itself

•

Targeted consultation with infrastructure providers

•

Issue draft for statutory public consultation

•

Finalise Development Framework

•

Report to Council

•

Adopt as Planning Guidance

 Timescale for completion of Draft Development Framework is Spring 2013 with a view to adopting as
planning guidance in Summer 2013
* Note:
Scottish Enterprise (SE) are the main government agency for economic development in Scotland, and as such have an interest in promoting
economic growth and support for investment certainty in Peterhead. SE are also partners in the Energetica Project an energy development
corridor from the North of Aberdeen to Peterhead.
SE have a declaration of interest to make as landowners and developers of 55 acres at Energetica Industry Park (formally Upperton Industrial Estate)
which is being marketed for Class 4, 5 & 6 uses, and located within the Development Framework area. SE are taking the lead in Stage 1 due
economic development interests in ensuring the views of industry and economic growth aspirations are captured in this early s tage in the planning
Process. It is anticipated Aberdeenshire Council will take the lead in Stage 2 as the Development Framework enters its statutory planning stage.
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Planning Policy Context
Planning Policy Document
Scottish Government
National Planning Framework 2

Peterhead

Currently being reviewed under NPF 3

Scottish Government
National Planning Framework 3 (NPF3)

Bids for sites of national importance to be submitted for
consideration by 14 Dec 2012. Peterhead to be put forward by
SDPA and others. Outputs from this consultation will feed into
formal responses to the Scottish Government

Aberdeen City & Shire Structure Plan
Aug 2009

Peterhead identified as a strategic growth area. The economic
importance of Peterhead, Port, Power Station and Electricity
Grid infrastructure is well documented

Aberdeen City & Shire Structure Plan
Main Issues Report, Oct 2011

Aberdeenshire Council
Local Development Plan, May 2012

Captures emerging new opportunities identified in CCS and
Electricity Transmission at Peterhead and offshore renewable
opportunities at Peterhead and Aberdeen Ports
Allocations of Employment development and commercial land,
including allocated land reserve for Power Station development

Energetica Placemaking
Supplementary Planning Guidance April 2011

Low carbon and placemaking design principles to be incorporated
into new developments within the Energetica corridor (which
incorporates Peterhead)

Peterhead Southern Gateway
Environmental Improvement Masterplan June 2012



The Energetica Placemaking SPG states there is a
commitment to the provision of high quality landscaping to
contribute to a unified sense of place



Driven by the need to improve the southern entrance area
to Peterhead, the Environmental Improvement Masterplan
takes the Energetica principles a step further by
developing a specific landscape masterplan for the area



This also covers design principles and environmental
improvement aspects in all development coming forward
within the Southern Gateway masterplan area.
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Planning Policy Context
Aberdeen City & Shire Structure Plan Main Issues identified


The Aberdeen City & Shire (AC&S) Structure Plan (adopted in 2009) was recently reviewed and findings published in the Main Is sues
Report



The Main Issues Report identified proposals in CCS and Electricity Transmission at Peterhead and offshore renewable opportuni ties at
Peterhead and Aberdeen Ports
Extract from AC&S SDP Main Issues Report, October 2011
Carbon capture and storage

Electricity transmission infrastructure

National Renewables Infrastructure Plan (NRIP)
The offshore renewable proposition for Scotland

This involves proposals to capture carbon
dioxide (CO2) from Peterhead Power
Station, transport it in an existing gas
pipeline to St Fergus and then store it
under the North Sea. This proposal will
also involve transporting and storing
CO2 from the production of electricity
and heavy industry sources outwith the
area. Benefits of this proposal include the
potential to significantly reduce emissions
to the atmosphere which would otherwise
contribute towards global warming. As
well as providing an economic boost
and jobs for the area, there is significant
potential to market the resulting skills and
expertise around the world.

This involves proposals to allow
Peterhead to be an important point in
the electricity transmission network with
possible links to England as well as other
European countries and direct offshore
renewable generation. This will involve
building onshore converter stations near
Peterhead as well as both offshore and
onshore power cables. This proposal goes
together with the proposal to upgrade the
electricity grid found in the current plan.
Benefits of this proposal include making
a significant contribution to meeting
Scotland’s renewable energy targets
through wind, wave and tidal energy
generated off the coast of the Highlands,
Moray Firth and Northern Isles. It also
deals with the need to balance intermittent
power sources with stable renewable
energy sources (possibly in Norway and,
in the longer term, Iceland).

This proposes a subsea cluster to bring
expertise in installing, operating and
maintaining offshore windfarms using
land near the ports at Aberdeen and
Peterhead. Benefits include encouraging
the generation of renewable energy and
the growth of the industry, building on the
current skills in the local economy.



Various questions were raised in the Main Issues consultation regarding the impact of these emerging developments and whether they
should be supported in the Strategic Development Plan



A specific question was raised as to whether an electricity transmission masterplan is an appropriate way of co-ordinating various
projects in this area . The feedback provided general support for this approach, although a less prescriptive and less detailed form of
planning document i.e., a Development Framework was viewed as more appropriate.
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Planning Policy Context
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan – land allocations



The Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan was adopted
in May 2012



Land to the South of Peterhead is allocated for
employment and commercial uses



Land surrounding Peterhead Power Station is reserved
for Power Station related uses

Safeguarded for
employment uses

Commercial
Centre

Allocated for
employment uses

Reserved for
developments
related to Power
Station/protected
as a part of Power
Station
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Target Consultation Group
Emerging Sectors

Main Consultees

Carbon Capture & Storage (CCS)

Electricity Transmission

Offshore Renewables
(distributed manufacturing, operations & maintenance)

Offshore Decommissioning

Oil & Gas
Including subsea activity

SSE
Scottish Government
St Fergus Gas Terminal Operator
C02Deepstore/Petrofac
Scottish Government
National Grid
SSE
SHE Transmission
NorthConnect
Moray Offshore Renewables
Peterhead Energy Hub
Peterhead Port Authority
Asco
NRIP team at SE

Peterhead Port Authority
Peterhead Decommissioning Ltd

Peterhead Energy Hub
Peterhead Port Authority
Asco
Score

Scottish Seafood Association

Fish Landing and Processing

Established Sectors
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Photo courtesy of SSA

Additional consultees included Muir Group, A&M Skip Hire, Scottish Enterprise Sector Delivery team, SDI,
Aberdeenshire Council and Energetica Project leads.
Banff & Buchan College, Aberdeen College, RGU, Aberdeen University will also be consulted to identify
skills development opportunities emerging from these activities.

Carbon Capture & Storage (CCS)
Peterhead Power Station / St Fergus Gas Terminal Project:
Pilot project aiming to significantly reduce carbon emissions from Peterhead Power Station by capturing CO2 emissions, piping to St Fergus Gas Terminal before
compressing and permanently storing in the Goldeneye Gas Field.


Announced in October 2012, that this project is shortlisted for the next phase of DECC’s £1bn Commercialisation Fund.



CCS infrastructure at power station confined to existing site footprint



Low pressure pipeline already in existence. Feasibility ongoing to determine whether this can be utilised. Due to conclude Summer 2013.



If new pipeline required, this will follow existing pipeline corridors.



Compressor requirement on National Grid land adjacent to St Fergus Terminal – outwith study area.



SPATIAL IMPACT ON STUDY AREA: minimal



TIMESCALES – operating CCS system planned for 2017.

CO2 Importation:
Opportunity to import CO2 by ship to Peterhead to be piped to St Fergus Gas Terminal and then out to the Goldeneye Field for storage.

Required Infrastructure in Study Area


Peterhead Port Tanker Jetty (associated oil tanks recently decommissioned by Peterhead Power Station).



Jetty requires refurbishment at a cost of c. £7M



New pipeline from the Tanker Jetty to the Power Station.



Potential utilisation of existing low pressure pipe network between the power station and St Fergus.



SPATIAL IMPACT ON STUDY AREA: minimal



TIMESCALES - unknown

Carbon Capture and Storage Hub:
There is an opportunity for the St Fergus Gas Terminal at Peterhead to be a major hub for CCS in the future with its pipeline links to the Central North Sea
(CNS).


A gas pipeline network already exists between the Forth Estuary and St Fergus.



Future opportunities also exist to capture CO2 from industrial heavy emitters in the central belt, such as Grangemouth oil refinery, Dunbar cement
works and the proposed Caledonia Power Project at Grangemouth.



In the longer term, high CO2 emitting industries may be attracted to the area around St Fergus as carbon prices continue to rise.



These could then connect directly to the CCS hub at St Fergus Gas Terminal.



SPATIAL IMPACT ON STUDY AREA: significant



TIMESCALES - unknown
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Electricity Transmission
SHE Transmission Project:


Project 1:



Upgrade of transmission line from Peterhead to Rothienorman from 275kv to 400kv.



Project 2:



Provision of new 400kv substation



Project 3:



Eastern HVDC link project between Peterhead and the North East of England. SHE Transmission responsible for Scottish part of the project. National Grid are
responsible for the English part of the project.



HVDC subsea cable link landing at Sandford Bay in Peterhead.



Buried junction box at Sandford Bay.



HVDC underground cable run between Sandford Bay and convertor site.



Convertor station to convert DC to AC.



Overhead AC cable run between convertor station and substation.



New 400kv substation likely to be located adjacent to and north of the existing 275kv substation.



Convertor Station – Likely north west of existing substation.



Burial of a portion of the overhead transmission line around the perimeter of the Convertor Station site.



Subsea landing point at Sandford Bay with associated infrastructure and cable run to convertor station site.



SPATIAL IMPACT ON STUDY AREA – significant



TIMESCALES:


Proposal of Application Notices have now been submitted for both the substation upgrade and HVDC link. Public consultation event
held at Boddam on 17 October 2012.



Substation and transmission line upgrade timed for completion 2016



Eastern HVDC link project completed by 2018

Moray Offshore Renewables Ltd (MORL) Project:
1.5GW offshore wind farm proposed on the Smith Bank in the Outer Moray Firth. Application submitted to Marine Scotland for offshore infrastructure in Summer 2012.


Marine cable landing point identified at Fraserburgh.



Underground HVDC cable run 1-2 km wide corridor identified between Fraserburgh & Peterhead. Route will come round the west side of Peterhead towards the
proposed site of 400kv substation.



Site for a HVDC to AC convertor station required.



Preferably overhead AC cable run between the convertor station and substation.



SPATIAL IMPACT ON STUDY AREA – significant


Convertor Station – MORL have identified a development area as close to the substation as possible (within 1km); precise location not yet identified.



Underground HVDC route still to be finalised.
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Overhead AC cable between convertor station and substation although would consider a buried cable.

Electricity Transmission
Moray Offshore Renewables Ltd (MORL) Project continued:


TIMESCALES:


MORL hope to submit Proposal of Application Notice for convertor station and associated infrastructure in Q2 2013.



MORL aim to start offshore construction in 2015.



First generation in 2016. Transmission infrastructure needs to be in place by then.

NorthConnect Project:
Proposed HVDC Interconnector between Peterhead and Norway which is a commercial JV between SSE, Vattenfall and 3 Norwegian municipal power utilities.



Peterhead is the confirmed landing site for the interconnector in the UK. Norwegian landing site still to be determined.



Land based project:



HVDC subsea cable link landing at Sandford Bay in Peterhead.



Buried junction box at Sandford Bay.



HVDC underground cable run between Sandford Bay and convertor site.



Convertor station to convert DC to AC.



Underground AC cable run between convertor station and substation.



SPATIAL IMPACT ON STUDY AREA – significant





Convertor Station – likely location determined to the south of the substation.



Subsea landing point at Sandford Bay with associated infrastructure and cable run to convertor station site – route identified to run parallel to the
A90 crossing the road just south of the existing substation junction.



Provision of vehicular access to the convertor site still to be determined.

TIMESCALES:


NorthConnect have submitted a Proposal of Application Notice for convertor station and associated infrastructure.



Submission of Planning Permission in Principle by March 2013.



Aim to have the interconnector completed by 2020.
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Electricity Transmission Observations


This report has highlighted three HVDC projects at Peterhead which
are at an advanced stage.



Each will require separate convertor stations, cable runs and subsea
cable landing points, all of which will have a significant impact on the
south side of Peterhead.



Exact sizes of the proposed convertor stations are unknown at this
stage, however based on examples of other UK projects these
buildings are anticipated to be of a significant size – approximately
260m long by 130m wide and 20m high.



There are specific constraints on the land directly adjacent to the
existing substation due to the overhead transmission lines and buried
gas pipes.



There may be challenges in routing multiple subsea cables into
Sandford Bay and a single landing joint box due to
ownership/warranty issues.



Buried cables on land may not be able to sit in the same trench due
to thermal proximity constraints but could technically be placed in
relatively close trenching runs.



There appear to be no constraints in terms of convertor station
proximity to each other.



National Grid have already highlighted possible further link cables
between Peterhead and the North East of England dependent on
demand. A phase 2 Eastern HVDC link project could be required by
2023/25 based on demand. This would require an additional
(potentially 4th) convertor station at Peterhead.



Convertor stations will generate heat through the conversion process.
The technology is still in its infancy and further studies are required to
determine the feasibility of utilising this heat for a local heat network
or specific project.
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Convertor halls – BritNed, Isle of Grain

NRIP – Offshore Renewables




National Renewables Infrastructure Plan (N-RIP) is Scotland’s offshore
renewable proposition.


Peterhead Port is identified in NRIP as a suitable location for
Distributed Manufacturing and Operations & Maintenance (O&M)
for the offshore wind sector.



A study commissioned by Scottish Enterprise will determine the
ability for the North East ports to capitalise on O&M opportunities



Peterhead Energy Hub has been successfully developed in
partnership between the Port Authority, ASCO & others



Full scale turbine manufacturing may be limited due to proximity to
major offshore wind farm sites and limited size of quayside
development land



Possible implications for study area include the potential for
additional quayside development land at Smith Quay (Phase 2
land), and the requirement for this land to accommodate supply
chain uses for the marine renewables industry.

SPATIAL IMPACT ON STUDY AREAS:


Peterhead Port Authority: Smith Quay Phase 2 – planned 6.5 ha additional reclaimed
land adjacent to the Smith Quay with deep water capability. Timescales: Subject to
demand and commercial viability. Short term deliverability.



Scottish Enterprise: Approx 23.5 ha of development land in close proximity to the port
on the south side of Peterhead. Supply chain support opportunity for the marine
renewables industry. Alternatively, could accommodate industry displaced from the
port. Timescales: Subject to demand and viability both commercially and in
terms of job creation. Land is cleared and ready for development.



Score: Approx 29 ha of development land for commercial use. Supply chain support
opportunity for the marine renewables industry. Timescales: Subject to demand and
commercial viability. Score would consider a number of commercial
opportunities, not limited to renewables.
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Subsea Projects – Oil & Gas Sector


The oil & gas sector in the North Sea has remained buoyant in recent years.



Peterhead Port provides a very important role in the development, logistics,
servicing and maintenance of the North Sea’s offshore industry.



Peterhead Port is the most easterly deep water port on the Scottish mainland.



A number oil and gas service companies have established themselves in Peterhead
including ASCO, Score and Dales Engineering.



ASCO







Leading supplier of logistics services to operators in the north sea. The South Base at the Port acts as its main logistics hub.



The South Base is very busy in the oil and gas sector. They require further inland storage facilities for their clients around
Peterhead. They have additional warehouse storage at the South Base and around Peterhead.

Score


Score very busy in the oil and gas sector.



They own significant development land within the Study Area – the southern section is to accommodate their own expansion
plans.



Approximately 29 ha of development land adjacent to the A90. They would consider multiple uses of this land subject to
commercial lease terms.

Peterhead Port Authority


The Port is generally very active in this sector.



The Smith Quay which was designed to accommodate a number of uses is currently almost entirely being used for oil and gas
subsea projects.
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Oil and Gas Decommissioning
Oil and Gas Decommissioning:


Peterhead Decommissioning Ltd was set up as a JV in 2007 between
a number of local industry specialists including Score, ASCO, Broad
Cairn Ltd, Enviroco, and Dales Engineering.



Scottish Enterprise provided funding and support for Peterhead
Decommissioning Ltd during a 3 to 4 year period from 2007.



Working in conjunction with the Peterhead Port Authority, the aim is to
attract decommissioning contracts to the port.



The Smith Quay project was designed, in part, to attract oil and gas
decommissioning activity to the port.



The Phase 1 Smith Quay and laydown area behind has been
designed to accept subsea asset components up to 2,500 tonnes.



Limited decommissioning activity to date. The port have been
concentrating their activity at Smith Quay in attracting subsea projects
focusing on oil exploration and extraction rather than
decommissioning.



The Chairman of Peterhead Decommissioning Ltd is Colin Manderson
of Broad Cairn Ltd.
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North East of Scotland Fishing Industry


Peterhead and Fraserburgh are now the only fish landing ports in the
North East of Scotland.



Peterhead primary focus white and pelagic fishing in addition to 2 or 3
nephrop processors.



Industry in the North East is largely made up of small independent
companies.



Large processing companies located at Peterhead including Lunar, Fresh
Catch and the Denholm Group.



Pelagic fishing activity requires to be located at the Port.



There are white fish processing facilities located at the Port and around
Peterhead – however they do not need to be located at the Port.



Also c. 20 processing companies still in Aberdeen – legacy of the
Aberdeen fishing industry which is no longer active at Aberdeen Harbour.





Current Position


Fishing Industry continues to face challenges throughout Scotland and the UK.



Significant impact on small independents.



White fish processing facilities are located throughout the north east; some Aberdeen facilities are generally in a poorer
state of repair.

Opportunity


Scottish Seafood Association is currently promoting an opportunity to create a White Fish Processing Hub/Cluster to
consolidate the independents from around the North East of Scotland.



Considered approach is the development of industrial hub of small terraced units for independent processors to set up
with shared processing and cold storage facilities.



Focus is to reduce costs and consolidate the industry.



A Fish Processing Hub would not need to be located at Port - consideration of development land within the study area.
This could extend to a Regional Food Hub which includes fishing, meat and other agricultural industries with shared
transport and distribution facilities.



Consideration of utilising excess heat from the convertor stations to provide ‘cheap’ heating and cooling to support
business development in the vicinity.
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Conclusions


There are a large number of energy related projects proposed for Peterhead.



In terms of potential impacts on the study area these can be summarised to the period 2022 and 2032 as follows:-

To 2022
Project

Land

Visual
Impact

Jobs/Local Economy

Associated
Opportunities

Potential Issues

HVDC

Significant land
requirement – up to 3
Convertor Stations

Significant on
approach to
Peterhead
from the south

Significant during construction
phase
Minimal during operations phase

Excess heat use on
local community
projects.
Skills development and
HVDC Innovation Hub
concept.

Cumulative effect of
Convertor buildings and
marine landing point.
Future phases.

CCS

Minimal

Minimal

Specialist construction phase jobs.
Minimal during operations phase

Skills development and
CCS Innovation Hub
concept.

Health & Safety issues
linked to concentrated
CO2. Most likely
focused around St
Fergus.

N-RIP

Significant port land
and associated
supply chain
opportunities

Significant at
port
depending on
use

Could be significant depending on
primary use and potential supply
chain opportunities

O&M hub.
Skills development

Quayside land may not
be sufficient for certain
uses. Port may not wait
for market opportunity to
arrive.

Oil & Gas
Decom

Significant quayside
land and associated
supply chain
opportunities

Significant at
port
depending on
use

Significant jobs for each project.
Difficulty in terms of predictability of
long term and sustained work.

Skills development and
supply chain growth.

Unpredictable market.
Facilities at Peterhead
are limited in terms of
the size of components
that can be
accommodated.

Fishing
Industry

White fish processing
hub

Minimal

Consolidation of white fish
processing jobs from Aberdeen and
Aberdeenshire regions to
Peterhead

Shared facilities.
Utilisation of cheap
heat.

Occupier costs may be
prohibitive.
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Conclusions
To 2032
Project

Land

Visual Impact

Jobs/Local Economy

Associated
Opportunities

Potential Issues

HVDC

Significant land
requirement – future
phases could require
2 convertor stations.

Significant on
approach to
Peterhead from
the south.

Significant during construction
phase.
Minimal during operations phase.

Heat use on local
projects.
Skills development and
HVDC Innovation Hub
concept.

Cumulative effect of
Convertor buildings.

CCS

Significant if CCS
Hub concept attracts
heavy industry. Likely
to be focused round
St Fergus but could
develop around south
side of Peterhead
close to power station
and utilise existing
pipe network.

Significant.

Significant industrial jobs.

Skills development and
CCS Innovation Hub
concept.
Supply chain growth.

Localised pollution.
Noise pollution.

N-RIP

Significant port land
and associated
supply chain
opportunities.

Significant at
port depending
on use.

Could be significant depending on
primary use and potential supply
chain opportunities.
Wave & Tidal industry
opportunities during this phase.

O&M hub.
Skills development.

Portside land may not
be sufficient for certain
uses. Competition for
land with oil & gas
decom.

Oil & Gas
Decom

Significant portside
land and associated
supply chain
opportunities.

Significant at
port depending
on use.

Significant jobs for each project.
Difficulty in terms of predictability
of long term and sustained work.

Skills development and
supply chain growth.

Facilities at Peterhead
are limited in terms of
the size of components
that can be
accommodated.
Competition for land
with marine renewables.

Fishing
Industry

White fish processing
hub.

Minimal.

Consolidation of white fish
processing jobs from Aberdeen
and Aberdeenshire regions to
Peterhead.

Shared facilities.
Utilisation of cheap
heat.

Occupier costs may be
prohibitive.
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Conclusions – SWOT Analysis
Strengths

Weaknesses

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Critical hub location for electricity grid connectivity between the
north east of Scotland and the main grid network at Rothienorman.
Already an important location for the north sea oil and gas supply
industry
One of the largest white and pelagic fishing ports in the UK.
Existing pipeline network from St Fergus Gas Terminal to north sea
wells.
Peterhead power station shortlisted for CCS project through the
DECC Commercialisation Programme.
Peterhead Port identified in N-RIP as a location for Distributed
Manufacturing and O&M.
Significant development land located on the south side of
Peterhead.

•
•
•

Port has limited quayside development land.
A number of the proposed projects – CCS project, HVDC projects
may attract only a small number of direct long term jobs.
The HVDC Convertor Stations will require significant areas of
development land and can only be located in close proximity to the
400kV substation.
Potential existing job constraints in Peterhead.
The fishing industry is facing a number of challenges at present.

Opportunities

Threats

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Peterhead has the potential to become a major energy hub for
Scotland in terms of electricity transmission, CCS, oil and gas
decommissioning, marine renewables; on top of existing expertise
in the subsea oil & gas and fishing industries.
To grow a strong skills centre in the north east of Scotland.
Significant job creation opportunities in multiple energy sectors.
To attract high CO2 emitting industries to the north east to utilise
the CCS network.
To utilise waste heat from the convertor stations in local heat
networks.
Development of a fish processing hub in the north east of Scotland
linked to a possible food hub to include meat and other agricultural
industries.
Possibility to attract an HVDC cable manufacturer due to the
potential HVDC opportunities .
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•

•
•
•

Land availability to accommodate HVDC convertor stations close to
the existing substation.
Visual impact of these Convertor stations on the southern gateway
to Peterhead and impact contrary to the Peterhead Southern
Gateway Environmental Improvement Masterplan and principles of
the Energetica corridor.
CCS project unviable and does not proceed at Peterhead.
Opportunity to maximise the economic benefits of the electricity
transmission and CCS projects are not capitalised.
Peterhead Port not able to attract the Marine Renewables sector
and/or the growth of the manufacturing and supply chain remains in
Europe.

Next Steps
South Peterhead Development Framework Supplementary Guidance


We welcome comments and views from Stakeholders on the content of this document. Please provide feedback at the
Stakeholder’s Drop-in day at Peterhead on 6th December 2012 or provide written comments by 12th December 2012 to Rona
Main at Scottish Enterprise rona.main@scotent.co.uk 01224 252098.



Compile feedback from Stakeholder Consultation



Draft the Development Framework using outputs from this study


Land allocations and impacts



Targeted discussions with relevant infrastructure providers and statutory bodies



Economic impact assessment of the proposed uses short and longer term



Community engagement and benefits – co-ordinated approach with key stakeholders



Environmental Impact mitigation and design criteria linked to Peterhead Environmental Improvement Masterplan



Development Framework to ‘test’ proximity constraints and a joint development approach to both subsea landing points and
on land cable runs to deliver max efficiency and min disturbance/impact



Carry out Statutory Public Consultation



Approve by Aberdeenshire Council



Adopt as Planning Guidance

Other related


Co-ordinated approach to NPF3 National Development application for Peterhead by 14 Dec 2012



Proposed Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan published for representations in January 2013.



Consult with Colleges and Universities to identify skills development opportunities and innovation hub associated with HVDC
and CCS



Carry out a technical detailed study on capturing excess heat from HVDC into local network e.g. for food hub or community use
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Useful Links
1) National Planning Framework – www.scotland.gov.uk/publications/2009/07/02105627/0
2) Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan (2009) – www.aberdeenandshire-sdpa.gov.ukAboutUs/Publications.asp
3) Aberdeen Local Development Plan (2012) – www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/planning/plans_policies/plan.asp
4) Energetica – www.energetica.uk.com/
5) Energetica Placemaking Guidance - www.energetica.uk.com/media/?downloads
6) Peterhead Southern Gateway Environmental Improvement Masterplan (2011) available on CD on request
7) Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Planning Authority Main Issues Report –
www.aberdeencityandshire-sdpa.gov.uk/DevelopmentPlan/StrategicDevelopmentPlan/2011_10_07MainIssuesReport.asp
8) Central North Sea – CO2 Storage Hub. Enabling CCS deployment in the UK and Europe (2012) –
http://www.scottish-enterprise.presscentre.com/Media-library/Central-North-Sea-CCS-Storage-Hub-report-3dd.aspx
9) National Renewables Infrastructure Plan (N-RIP) –
www.scottish-enterprise.com/~/media/SE/Resources/Documents/Sectors/Energy/energy-renewables-reports/National-renewables-infrastructureplan.ashx
10) Peterhead Energy Hub – www.peterheadenergyhub.co.uk/
11) Peterhead Energy Hub DVD – www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZU3V8vx_4U
12) Peterhead Port Authority – www.peterheadport.co.uk/
13) Peterhead Decommissioning – www.peterhead-decommissioning.com/
14) Scottish Seafood Association - http://www.scottishseafoodassociation.com/
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